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“Stop spending money on 
undifferentiated heavy lifting.” 

- Dr. Werner Vogels, Amazon CTO (2013)
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We believe that Earth Observation 
data should be accessible to 

everyone
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However, this is currently cost 
prohibitive for most.
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Data costs are the largest barrier 
to wide scale EO adoption
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But wait a minute…
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1000x lower launch costs 

100x smaller satellites 

100x lower sensor costs 

500,000x lower data costs



1 GB Data Storage 

1990: $10,000 

Today: $0.02 



So why is cost still the largest 
barrier to wide scale EO adoption?



EO Data consumers bear the 
high costs of:



Minimum order sizes



Painful integrations (often manual)



Slow turn around times



Operators must pass on their 
high costs to be profitable



These high costs come from two 
main areas:



1. Lack of automation



2. Failure to abstract complexity



A brief history of EO data delivery



1970’s: 
Punchcards delivered by truck



1980’s: 
Tapes delivered by mail



1990’s: 
Desktop GIS emerges,  

niche use cases



2000’s: 
50+ EO satellites in orbit, 

data storage costs drop significantly, 
it’s slow, with logistical challenges



2010’s: 
The dawn of cloud computing, 
acceleration of commercial EO, 

venture capital funding



2015-2020: 
Rise of low cost, high revisit “good enough” imagery, 
bottlenecked by immature data distribution platforms



2020 and beyond: 
Widespread EO adoption for ML and AI, 
autonomous fulfillment from large market 

driven demand



In this new world, there will be 
winners and there will be losers. 



Some organizations have spent tens of millions 
on data management platforms that deliver very 

little intrinsic value.



Organizations who abstract this 
undifferentiated heavy lifting will 

ultimately win. 



The old way of building software:



1. Hire a talented and expensive 
team



2. Build a set of requirements that 
end up changing over time



3. Execute a project plan, 
encounter obstacles



4. End the project late and over 
budget, spending big $$$



The new way of building 
software:



1. Find a product that does what 
you need as a cloud service



2. Turn it on today, pay a fraction of 
what you would to build it yourself



3. Focus the capital you saved on 
your product



Similarly…



The old way of delivering satellite 
data:



1. Build large data centres with massive 
tape storage units and maintain a 

delicate balance of cost and availability



2. Deal with slow, manual, 
human-based image processing



3. Build large sales teams focused on 
regional territories alongside a 

network of resellers



4. Live with data being ordered 
and delivered days or weeks apart



5. Struggle with low volumes of 
customers due to data complexity



The new way of managing and 
delivering satellite data:



1. Real-time view of global 
demand



2. Robust and highly available 
data catalog



3. Automated ordering, pipeline 
processing, and delivery to a 

customer via API



4. Cost optimized cloud storage 
with low latency



5. Collection optimization and 
predictive demand



6. Abstraction



Case Study



A incumbent’s traditional delivery  
vs. 

An new space startup’s machine to 
machine (M2M) delivery



The Incumbent 



Complex pricing grid



Source: http://www.landinfo.com/satellite-imagery-pricing.html

Source: http://www.si-imaging.com/purchase/

http://www.landinfo.com/satellite-imagery-pricing.html
http://www.si-imaging.com/purchase/


Regional Sales Team, 
Email based sales quotes



https://www.digitalglobe.com/contact/sales-inquiries

http://www.si-imaging.com/purchase/

https://www.planet.com/contact-sales/

https://www.digitalglobe.com/contact/sales-inquiries
http://www.si-imaging.com/purchase/
https://www.planet.com/contact-sales/


PDF order forms, 
Offline payments



Source: https://www.template.net/business/word-templates/blank-order-form-template/

https://www.template.net/business/word-templates/blank-order-form-template/


Human-based manual image 
processing using desktop software



Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw1oZeNRodk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hw1oZeNRodk


FTP Delivery



Source: https://apollomapping.com/blog/rapideye-ftp-delivery

https://apollomapping.com/blog/rapideye-ftp-delivery


Massive product sizes, no 
industry standard format



OGC 

GEOMS

JP2 HDF

GRIB WMTS

EOSDIS STAC

GEOTIFF 



Varying degrees of product 
accuracy



Source: https://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/9/7/676

https://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/9/7/676


Frustration



Manual effort



High Cost



The New Space Model 
(M2M)



Instant quotes and feasibility via 
API or web console



A global market with virtually zero 
distribution cost



Integrated Pay as You Go billing



No minimums



Automated Processing, 
Zero Humans



Delivery within minutes of 
acquisition



Standardized format  
(ARD)



Co-registered,  
highly accurate



Simple



Fast



Low Cost



Delighted customers



Now…



I know what you are thinking



Ideas are interesting,  
execution is everything.



This is a concept, right?



Source: https://svgsilh.com/image/3212222.html

https://svgsilh.com/image/3212222.html


Actually, this is available today.



Let’s go behind the scenes on an 
abstracted component



Automated Processing, 
Zero Humans



Serverless microservices



“Big Data” strategy - divide big work 
load into parallel image processing 

transactions



























This happens in minutes



Demand increases



Costs are drastically reduced



The end user needs to know 
nothing about EO



They get normalized data ready for 
their use case with no additional work



They look like heroes



All due to…



Abstraction



“The purpose of abstraction is not be be 
vague, but to create a new semantic level in 

which one can be precise.” 
- Edsger Dijkstra



Stop doing the heavy lifting



Start simplifying



Thank You!
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